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Abstract

Osteo-odonto-keratoprostheses, incorporating dental laminate material as an anchoring skirt around a central poly

(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) optic, have been used to replace the cornea for many years. However, there are many

intricacies associated with the use of autologous dental laminate material, surgical complexity and skirt erosion. Tissue

engineering approaches to bone replacement may offer suitable alternatives in osteo-odonto-keratoprosthesis (OOKP)

surgery. In this study, a hydrogel polymer composite was investigated as a synthetic substitute for the OOKP skirt.

A novel high strength interpenetrating network (IPN) hydrogel composite with nano-crystalline hydroxyapatite (nHAp)

coated poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid) PLGA microspheres was created to mimic the alveo-dental lamina by employing

agarose and poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) polymers. The incorporation of nHAp coated PLGA microspheres

into the hybrid IPN network provide a micro-environment similar to that of skeletal tissues and improve cellular

response. Agarose was used as a first network to encapsulate keratocytes/3T3 fibroblasts and PEGDA (6000Da) was

used as a second network with varying concentrations (20 and 40wt %) to produce a strong and biocompatible scaffold.

An increased concentration of either agarose or PEG-DA and incorporation of nHAp coated PLGA microspheres led to

an increase in the elastic modulus. The IPN hydrogel combinations supported the adhesion and proliferation of both

fibroblast and ocular human keratocyte cell types during in in-vitro testing. The cells endured the encapsulation process

into the IPN and remained viable at 1week post-encapsulation in the presence of nHAp coated microspheres. The

material did not induce significant production of inflammatory cytokine IL-6 in comparison to a positive control

(p< 0.05) indicating non-inflammatory potential. The nHAp encapsulated composite IPN hydrogels are mechanically

strong, cell supportive, non-inflammatory materials supporting their development as OOKP skirt substitutes using a new

approach to dental laminate biomimicry in the OOKP skirt material.
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Introduction

The cornea is a specialized tissue with distinct anatom-

ical and physiological features, which enable its trans-

parency and barrier function. The regular and compact

arrangement of stromal collagen fibres, avascularity,

lack of nerve fibre myelination and the presence of

the endothelial pump, which keeps the cornea in a

dehydrated state, contribute to corneal transparency.1

For the maintenance of its health and transparency,

smooth and complete blinking, good tear production

and normal corneal endothelial pump function are

essential. Corneal transparency can be affected in
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diseases of the cornea and in some conditions involving
the conjunctiva, eyelids and anterior segment.2

Being the anterior most structure of the globe, the
cornea is exposed to a variety of threats from environ-
mental, microbial and physical agents and injury. Any
insult to the corneal tissue can lead to swelling and
scarring, which eventually results in its opacification.3

In a recent study, corneal blindness was calculated to
be prevalent in 4.9 million (12%) out of the 39 million
total blind population across the globe.4 Corneal trans-
plantation from a cadaveric donor can replace the dis-
eased cornea and restore vision in the majority of cases.
The corneal grafts survive better in non-inflammatory
and non-vascularised disease states such as corneal
opacities, keratoconus and dystrophies. The 5 year
graft survival in these cases can be up to 90%.5

However, corneal graft survival is severely reduced in
cases where there is persisting ocular inflammation,
eyelid abnormalities, and extensive ocular damage
due to physical, chemical and thermal injuries with
tissue loss, chronic ocular surface diseases and recur-
rent viral infections. Corneal graft survival beyond
5 years in high risk cases can be as low as 54%.5

A keratoprosthesis (KPro) is indicated when corneal
transplantation carries a high risk or if multiple grafts
have failed. A KPro is a synthetic device implanted into
the eye to replace the diseased cornea. Usually, a KPro
contains a ‘skirt’ for its integration into the ocular tis-
sues where it is deployed and an ‘optic’ to allow light
transmission. Scores of device models have been tested
with variations in the skirt and optic design and mate-
rials used (Supplementary Table 1).4 Earlier attempts
to treat corneal blindness started with synthetic materi-
als such as glass nearly two hundred years ago.6–10 The
“core and optic” concept was further explored in mid-
19th century using a number of materials, including
glass,11,12 quartz,13 glass with polymer,13 and quartz
crystal with platinum ring.13 Later, advances in poly-
mers encouraged other investigators to try substances
like polyurethane and polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE),14 silicone and Dacron,15 ceramic,16 PMMA
disk,17,18 PMMA in nut and bolt form,19,20 PMMA
and Teflon,21 polycarbonate,14,22 PMMA and titani-
um,23 PMMA and Dacron,24–26 hydrogels13,27,28 as
described in Supplementary Table 1.

Since the performance of the synthetic skirt material
was disappointing, some investigators have tried to
harness the superior bio-integrable properties of bio-
logical tissues within the eye. Strampelli observed the
tolerance to gutta percha in the root canal for indefinite
periods but not in the soft tissues.29 This led him to use
the root-alveolar complex as the KPro skirt and inser-
tion of a PMMA optical cylinder in the root canal.30

He also used oral mucosa to cover the prosthesis.
Strampelli used the cross section of the root canal

and alveolar bone tissue to retain the cylinder by
employing dental cement.29 Falcinelli modified the pro-
cedure and the present day OOKP is based on his
modifications.31

Edentulous patients cannot benefit from OOKP;
hence, investigators have extended their search for
tooth alternatives in OOKP technique. Casey used
costal cartilage,30 and Temprano used tibial cortex
fragment instead of the tooth.32 Tibial KPro is still
used as an alternative to OOKP in some centres.33,34

Pintucci used a dacron skirt with PMMA optical cyl-
inder and implanted the device as a two-stage proce-
dure in a surgically similar fashion to the present
OOKP technique.35 However, the device suffered
extrusions.36 Only two devices, the Boston type-1
KPro and OOKP have shown clinical success.
However, Falcinelli’s modified OOKP continues to be
used and has proven to be a stable device over the long
term. The Boston KPro contains a synthetic titanium
skirt and poly-methyl-methacrylate (PMMA) optic,
while the OOKP is partly biological in constitution
and contains an alveo-dental plate skirt (tooth and
bone composite tissue) and PMMA optic.37 The indi-
cations and surgical techniques for these devices are
varied as are their outcomes and complications.
Table 1 illustrates the main differences between the
Boston type 1 KPro and the OOKP. A detailed account
of the various KPros and OOKPs have been given in
our previous publication.38

OOKP is performed in two or three stages.39,40 The
first stage involves preparation of the device from a
single rooted front tooth with an adjoining piece of
either maxillary or mandibular of bone followed by
grafting of a patch of buccal mucosa onto the ocular
surface (Figure 1(a) to (c)). The OOKP lamina is pre-
pared from the root of the tooth with its adjoining
alveolar bone tissue, which is prepared as a plate.
A central hole is on the broader surface of the alveo-
dental plate and the optical cylinder is inserted via the
dentinal side of the lamina (having its dentine side sit-
ting on the cornea). An implantable plate is prepared
from the tooth-bone complex and a transparent optical
cylinder made of PMMA is inserted into the centre
after drilling an aperture for tight-fit (Figure 1(a)).
This alveo-dento-acrylic complex or OOKP lamina is
embedded in the sub-orbicular tissue pocket of the con-
tralateral inferior eyelid for connective tissue ingrowth
into the lamina.41 In the same procedure or prior to
laminar preparation a piece of buccal mucous mem-
brane graft (BMG) is obtained and sutured to cover
the anterior eye. The OOKP lamina and BMG are
left for at least three months for maturation and vas-
cular investment before proceeding to the next stage of
the operation (Figure 1(a)). In the later stages of the
operation, the BMG is partially dissected from the
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superior half of the globe, the central cornea is tre-

phined, and anterior segment structures are removed,

and the device is implanted into the eye (Figure 1(b)).

The mucosa is replaced and an opening is made in its

centre for outward projection of the front stem of the

optical cylinder (Figure 1(c)).41

OOKP is a highly successful KPro. However, it

requires multidisciplinary teamwork by various oph-

thalmic sub-specialists and allied staff. Further surgical

revisions are needed for each patient after device

implantation. The OOKP device is high maintenance,

demanding both the patient’s and surgeon’s long-term

commitment and causes significant surgical morbidity

to the patient. Hence, this service requires specialised

care at dedicated units. Over the years, cumulative pro-

cedural costs, theatre time and follow up schedules

make the OOKP an expensive surgery.38

OOKP offers distinct advantages over other synthet-

ic devices. In OOKP, the ocular surface is covered with

a robust buccal mucosa. Thus, it not only protects the

device, but also nourishes its skeletal framework. Being

biological tissue, the integrity of the laminar skirt is

excellent and unparalleled to any other synthetic

materials. Nonetheless, the lamina is a skeletal tissue

and undergoes resorption, which can reduce its longev-

ity in the eye. Employing a synthetic skirt material in

place of the tooth provides several benefits by avoiding

oral trauma, minimising surgical steps and reducing the

cost and burden of the complex surgery. Most impor-

tantly laminar resorption is eliminated and in cases

where repetition and device replacement are required,

an off the shelf, readily implantable synthetic device

would be a significant improvement to the current

status. Having the mucosal cover over the synthetic

skirt can also protect it from external agents and can

prevent device extrusion. These principles were also

adopted in earlier KPros like the Pintcucci KPro.35 A

synthetic skirt for the OOKP must therefore be devel-

oped in accordance with its surgical paradigm, which

should ideally mimic the properties of the alveo-dentate

lamina. Various bioactive and bioinert materials such

as silicone, teflon, dacron, Poly(2-hydroxyethyl meth-

acrylate) (polyHEMA) hydrogels and titanium, have

been developed for KPro skirt substitution.26,42–47

However, the majority of these devices were not effec-

tive because they lacked either the required mechanical

Table 1. Comparison of Boston type-1 and OOKP.

Feature Boston type-1 OOKP

Materials Optic – PMMA Optic – PMMA

Skirt – Titanium Skirt – Alveo-dental plate

Carrier – Cadaveric cornea Carrier – Fibrovascular tissue

Device models Phakic and aphakic Aphakic

Design The Boston type 1 KPro uses a donor

cornea between a central stem and a

back plate

The OOKP uses osteo-dental lamina derived

from an extracted tooth root and attached

alveolar bone removed from the patient’s jaw

Onlay cover for the device Absent Buccal mucosal patch graft

Surgical steps Boston type-1 KPro surgical procedure

is technically less challenging but has

a less follow-up record

OOKP surgery is a complex multi-staged proce-

dure, labour-intensive, and relatively invasive

procedure requiring dental expertise. It

requires life-long follow up

Indications Only in wet blinking eyes without eyelid

anomalies

Severely dry and non-blinking eyes with eyelid

anomalies

Infection B-KPro carries a long-term risk of

infection

It has the least risk of infection, making it more

suitable for a lifelong support to the optical

part of KPro

Pros and cons 1. Synthetic device and no loss of tooth 1. Loss of tooth and buccal mucosa

2. Simple surgical technique and short

learning curve

2. Complex and multistage surgical procedure

and surgeons must go through a steep learning

curve to get enough expertise

3. Bio-integration is unpredictable 3. Excellent bio-integration

4. Easy repeatability of the procedure as

the device is fully synthetic

4. Repetition of the OOKP is challenging as it

needs a new lamina.

5. Exterior of the device is unprotected

and prone to corneal melts

5. Device is protected by a robust buccal mucosal

graft

6. Reduced longevity of the device

compared to OOKP

6. Most durable KPro compared to all the devices

used so far
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strength or could not support cell adhesion and surviv-

al for device integration.
For the past few decades research on polymers for

KPro skirt substitutes was conducted using materials

ranging from hydrogel and rigid plastics, rubbers and

hydrophilic polymers.48 Water based hydrogels were

prepared to facilitate glucose diffusion49,50 and also

surface modified to promote cell adhesion.51 A

number of hydrogel preparation methods were pro-

posed that included synthetic homo- and copolymers,

bio-copolymers and interpenetrating networks (IPNs).

The first hydrogel KPro from poly(HEMA)

(AlphaCor) was prepared by Chirila as a core-skirt

model, which was implanted in humans.13,27 It is a

one-piece, soft and flexible device comprises a transpar-

ent core (as a central optic) and an opaque porous

tissue-integrable skirt. Both components were made

of poly(HEMA). This KPro simulated the natural

cornea in appearance but was implanted into the cor-

neal lamellae as an intracorneal device with a central

opening in the anterior corneal tissue for the exposure

of the device to provide a clear visual axis. It is a soft

and flexible material liable to mechanical damage and

the optic is prone to spoilation over time. The

AlphaCor experienced significant complications in

cases with ocular surface diseases, herpes infection or

severe dry eye.52 Many of the devices were implanted

under surgical principles dissimilar to that of OOKP.

Although not adopted for clinical use, the device pro-

vided valuable insights into the behaviour of these

materials and lead to a better understanding of kerato-

prosthetic applications.
A number of materials have been examined as syn-

thetic OOKP analogues in vitro including polyether

ketone and polyethylene,53 coral skeleton and commer-

cial hydroxyapatite,54 titanium oxide55 and graphene,56

and bio-active glass,57 although the rationale for the

material choice was not always clear. Only Duncker

et al. have so far reported the outcomes of an acrylate

polymeric KPro implanted as a synthetic OOKP

replacement in humans.58 However the material suf-

fered surface spoilation and required surface modifica-

tion for biointegration. The durability of the OOKP

lamina is attributed to the strength and stability of

Figure 1. Stepwise illustration of OOKP surgery. (a) the removal of the autologous canine tooth and adjacent bone used to hold an
optical PMMA cylinder (Stage I), inserted under the oculi muscle and sutured onto the cornea (Stage II) (b), and (c) schematic
representation of cross section of OOKP.
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the alveo-dental laminal tissue.54 The porosity and
hydroxyapatite (HA) richness of the lamina promote
its integration within the eye.59 A synthetic substitute
should ideally possess the best properties of the OOKP
lamina. It should be biocompatible; promoting tissue
integration within the ocular tissue. In addition, the
material should have enough minimum physical
strength to retain the optic in its centre and sustain
the forces created by the blink reflex, normal eye rub-
bing or other impactful trauma. Although the rigid
dental lamina of the OOKP serves all of these pur-
poses, its rigidity can pose difficulties in attachment
to the ocular tissue. Therefore, a flexible skirt material
with better elastic properties may contribute to
improved retention. A similar approach was undertak-
en by Pintucci using a Dacron fabric. However, bio-
integration was not sustained long term.36

Among the various biomaterials, hydrogels are highly
porous and retain water, which is a biocompatible trait
in corneal soft tissue replacement. Since the skirt mate-
rial is implanted inside the tissues, a hydrogel material
can survive because it is protected, and its fluid content
is maintained to retain its structural memory and integ-
rity. The composition of network polymer chains and
crosslink density are the main factors influencing the
mechanical properties of the hydrogel. A mechanically
stronger hydrogel might be obtained, however the
higher degree of crosslinking reduces the percent elon-
gation of the hydrogels, producing a more brittle struc-
ture.60 In the case of synthetic hydrogels, hydrogels
consisting of two separately cross-linked polymer net-
works have recently attracted a great deal of interest
since mechanically stronger gels can be formed consist-
ing of a less cross-linked “second network” within a
more strongly cross-linked “first network”.61 The
molar ratio of repeat units of the second network to
the first network must be >5. However, the tough and
brittle hydrogels may not integrate well with the tissues
as they do not promote active cell adhesion. These lim-
itations can undermine the usage of hydrogels as KPro
substitutes. Hydrogels have significant potential as
OOKP skirt materials if their strength and tissue inte-
gration properties could be improved. A hydrogel like
PEGDA offers the advantage of bio-integration and
tuneable implant strength and could address these
issues. It has previously been shown that when used as
a second network in IPN hydrogels, PEGDA helped
significantly in boosting the mechanical performance rel-
ative to individual constituent networks while maintain-
ing viability of encapsulated cells for bone62 and
cartilage63–66 tissue engineering applications.

Numerous studies have documented that the incor-
poration of nHAp crystals into hydrogels promoted
cellular growth and formation of extracellular matrix
(ECM) by the colonised cells without causing systemic

or local toxicity.67–70 nHAp was initially used as an
osteo-conductivity enhancer for different materials by
releasing ions required for bone formation due to its
chemical interaction with bone forming cells and the
native microenvironment71,72 and thus providing nucle-
ation sites for cell integration.62 In previous study we
explored the role of nHAp coated polymeric micro-
spheres encapsulated in Interpenetrating network
(IPN) hydrogel towards improving the mechanical
integrity and osteo-conductive performance in bone
tissue engineering-related applications.62 We observed
that, the inclusion of nHAp in an IPN hydrogel
resulted in a substantial increase in mechanical
strength, alkaline phosphatase activity and calcium
deposition. The current work adopts the strategy fol-
lowed in our previous study and applies it to replace-
ment of bone-dentine laminate during an OOKP
procedure in the anterior eye that has not been tested
yet. In this work, the use of bioactive nano-crystalline
hydroxyapatite particles (nHAp) embedded inside a
PEGDA IPN test material has been studied to investi-
gate their effect on cell proliferation and viability. This
in vitro study was aimed to investigate the use of aga-
rose/PEGDA IPN hydrogel as a synthetic replacement
for OOKP lamina.

Materials and methods

Materials

2-Hydroxyethyl agarose, poly(ethylene glycol)
diacrylate (PEGDA) (molecular weight 6000Da) and
photo-initiator Irgacure 2959 (I-2959), the poly(lactic-
co-glycolic) acid (PLGA) [lactic: glycolic copolymer
ratio of 85:15 and MWs (50,000–70,000)] pellets were
received from Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany).
A modified simulated body fluid (mSBF) having ionic
concentration similar to human blood plasma was pre-
pared in the laboratory according to the procedure
stated by Murphy et al.73 The mSBF solution was
kept at pH¼ 6.8 to prevent homogeneous CaP-phase
precipitation.

Cell culture

In minimum essential medium (MEM), a human kera-
tocyte strain LR99F was grown in addition to 10%
fetal calf serum (FCS), 1% penicillin/streptomycin
and passaged by standard trypsinisation.74 In
Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium (DMEM), the
fibroblast cell line 3T3 from immortal mouse embryo
was normally grown, supplemented by 10% (v/v) FCS
at a cell density of 6000 cells/cm2 and maintained at
37�C at 5% CO2. Using 0.25% typsin-EDTA solution,
cells were passaged every 3 days by standard dispersion

Avadhanam et al. 5



and use for in vitro experiments and biochemical
assays.

Fabrication PLGA microspheres and coating of
nano-hydroxyapatite (nHAp) layer on PLGA surface

A typical water-in-oil-in-water (W1/O/W2) multiple-
emulsion procedure was utilised to fabricate biodegrad-
able PLGA microspheres (Figure 2). Briefly, to prepare
a primary W1/O emulsion, 1mL 5% (w/v) solution of
PLGA in ethyl acetate was combined with 100 mL of
distilled water for 30 seconds using a probe sonicator
(40W power). To prepare a secondary W1/O/W2 emul-
sion, primary W1/O was added into a 1mL of PVA
(3–5% v/v) saturated with ethyl acetate and vortexed
it for 30 seconds for proper mixing. Under continuous
stirring, the resulting secondary emulsion of W1/O/W2

was decanted into a 200mL PVA (0.3%) PVA. The
stirring was continued for 4–5 hrs at ambient tempera-
ture for complete evaporation of the ethyl acetate
resulting in solid microsphere formation. The micro-
spheres were filtered out and transferred into a 50mL
falcon tube using a least amount of DI water. A pellet
of microsphere was formed by spinning microsphere
solution in centrifuge at 4000 rpm for 10minutes. The
microspheres from pellet were washed twice with fresh
distilled water and subsequently coated with nHAp by
incubating in modified simulated body fluid (mSEB)
contains the ionic composition equivalent to human
blood plasma and 2-fold higher concentration of Ca
& P ions (Figure 2).75 Briefly, the plain PLGA micro-
spheres were hydrolyzed for 15min in 0.5M NaOH to
functionalize the surface functionalities and then
washed with distilled H2O. Functionalised micro-
spheres were then incubated in mSBF (pH¼ 6.8) at

37�C for 7 days, ensuring that the solution was

exchanged regularly to preserve sufficient ion concen-

trations, frozen gradually to �80�C, and freeze-dried.

Dried nHAp coated microspheres were then sterilized

by exposing them under ultraviolet light overnight.

Synthesis of agarose first network and acellular

IPN gels

Agarose solutions having concentrations, 2 and 5%

(w/v) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) were prepared

and sterilised by autoclaving for 30minutes. The hot

agarose solutions approximate 39–40�C were then

poured using micro-pipette into circular silicon

rubber moulds (5mm dia� 2mm height), which are

placed in between the microscopic glass plates. These

moulds are cooled in refrigerator for 10 mins at 4�C.
The solid gels, then equilibrated in PBS for 24 hours.

For making acellular IPN gel, agarose disks

were soaked under continuous stirring for 6 hours

(4 disks/mL) in 20 and 40%w/v PEGD solution con-

taining 10% w/v photo initiator (Irgacure 2959). These

soaked agarose gels containing diffused PEGDA and

photoinitiator solution then put in rectangular silicon

moulds sandwiched among two microscopic glass slides

and photopolymerised by exposing them to uv light

(312 nm, 3.0mW/m2) (Uvitec, Cambridge, UK) for

5min on each side. Circular 5mm disks of IPN gel

were then cut using a surgical biopsy punch and

placed in PBS for 24 hours. Following formulations

were used in this study: 2% w/v agarose gel disks

soaked in a 20% w/v PEG-DA solution (2–20 IPN)

and 5% w/v agarose gel disks soaked in a 40% w/v

PEG-DA solution (5–40 IPN).

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of a standard W1/O/W2 double (multiple) emulsion technique for preparation of PLGA
microspheres and different stages involved in nano-crystalline hydroxyapatite coating formation on microspheres surface.
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Biomineralization and 3T3 mouse embryo

fibroblasts/keratocyte encapsulation

Agarose solutions having 3 and 6% concentrations

were prepared in PBS and autoclaved for 30minutes.

Using trypsin-ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA),

cells were detached from tissue-culture flasks and con-

sidered as passage 1 (P1). Simultaneously, P1 cells at

1x106 cells/mL in PBS were pooled and re-suspended to

start the encapsulation process. When the agarose solu-

tion temperature dropped to 39–40�C, the cell suspen-

sion in PBS containing 1� 106 cells/mL and PLGA

microspheres coated with nHAp (10mg/mL) was

blended in the liquid agarose in a ratio of 1:2 to

reach final concentrations of 2% and 5%. This solution

was immediately transferred into circular silicon rubber

moulds sandwiched between two microscopic glass

slides and refrigerated for 10minutes at 4�C to prepare

the cellular agarose disks. The cell-encapsulated aga-

rose gels then transferred to non-treated tissue culture

24-well plates contain 1mL culture medium and were

incubated at 37�C in an incubator maintained at 5%

CO2. After 24 hours, agarose gel disks encapsulated

nHAp-coated microspheres were incubated in sterile

solutions of 20 and 50% w/v PEGDA (containing

0.1% Irgacure photointiator) in a-MEM growth

medium at 37�C for 6 hrs with under constant stirring.

After 6 hours, circular agarose gel disks, containing dif-

fused PEGDA and the photo initiator solution, were

then put in sterilised rectangular silicon rubber moulds.

To prevent air bubble formation, the extra space in the

mould was filled with the leftover PEGDA solution by

sterile pipettes from the soak vials. Gel disks were then

exposed to UV light (3.0mW/cm2) for 5min on

each side for photo-polymerisation. Using a sterile

3–5mm biopsy punch, IPN disks were cut from the

rectangular gel slab and cultured for 1week in growth

medium at 37�C with 5% CO2 in 1mL of the growth

medium.

Equilibrium swelling degree measurement

To remove unreacted PEGDA monomers, acellular

IPN gel samples were soaked in excess distilled water

for 24 hours to remove unreacted monomers. Swollen

IPN gel disks (5mm dia, n¼ 3) were equilibrated in

distilled water for 24 hours. Gels were then transferred

to the lab table and blotted with filter paper for com-

plete removal of surface water and weighed. They were

then dried to consistent mass under vacuum at 60�C for

48 hours and weighed once more. The degree of swell-

ing Q was determined as the ratio of the equilibrated

gel mass to its dry mass.

Mechanical testing

Uniaxial compressive measurements of the swollen
equilibrated IPN hydrogels were performed at room
temperature using a TA.XT Plus Texture Analyser
(from Stable Micro System, UK) with a 5N load cell
(n¼ 5). Mechanical tests were conducted on equilibrat-
ed swollen IPN gels in PBS. IPN gel discs (5mm
dia� 2mm height) were then pressed at a rate of
0.05mm/s until a fracture occurred. From the initial
linear portion on the slope of the curve (<15%
strain) the compressive elastic modulus was deter-
mined. The compressive modulus from sets of at least
5 samples is stated as mean�SD values.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis

The completely hydrated IPN gel samples were sec-
tioned up to 1mm slices thick for SEM imaging anal-
ysis. Sections of IPN gel samples were then gradually
freeze-dried at �80�C and transferred to a Christ freeze
dryer at 0.200 mbar vacuum pressure for 18 hours to
extract the water from the IPN discs. The freeze-dried
IPN slice samples were placed on aluminum stubs and
coated using a Quorum (Q150TES) coater with a layer
of platinum having 4 nm thickness. The sections were
analysed using a field emission scanning electron
microscope (FESEM) (Carl Zeiss Microscopy,
Germany) at different magnifications at 10 kV. The
coating of nHAp on the surface of PLGA microsphere
was analysed on a high-resolution transmission elec-
tron microscope (TEM) (JEM-2100, Jeol, Japan). For
TEM imaging, suspension of nHAp-coated PLGA
microspheres in ethanol solution was sprayed on a
copper grid with holey carbon film.

Live/dead fluorescence assay

The cell survivability inside the IPN gel with and without
bio-mineralised microspheres was assessed at 1week over
2D and 3D IPN gels using a live-dead cytotoxicity kit
containing calcein-AM (2mM) which stain the living cells
(Green) and ethidium homodimer-1 (4mM) which stain
the dead cells (Red). Cellular IPN gel discs (n¼ 3) were
cut horizontally into 1–2mm thick slices using a sterile
scalpel and incubated for 10min in Live-Dead staining
solution before using confocal microscope. Live/dead
images were taken, using a standard confocal microscope
(Zeiss LSM-410, Germany) with 488nm excitation/
540nm emission and 561nm excitation/585 LP emission
filters, Z scans were executed in different areas of repre-
sentative IPN gels to a resolution depth of 250–300lm.
The percentages of total live/dead cells were quantified
with the help of SlideBook mask statistics module
(version 5.0).
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IL-6 cytokine production

Inflammatory response was determined by measuring

production of the pro inflammatory cytokine interleu-

kin IL-6 by 3T3 fibroblasts and keratocytes. For mea-

surement of IL-6 production, both 3T3 fibroblasts and

keratocytes were encapsulated at 1x 106 cells/mL in

plain as well as nHAp incorporated IPN gel discs

(diameter¼ 5mm and thickness¼ 2mm, n¼ 3). Cells

on standard tissue culture plastic (TCP) and on TCP

spiked with 10 ng/mL lipopolysaccharide (LPS) were

treated as negative and positive controls, respectively.

The tissue culture plates were incubated for 5 hours at

37�C. Conditioned media samples (n¼ 4) were

removed at 0, 2, 4, 6, 24 and 48 hrs and stored at

�80�C until IL-6 measurement using ELISA method

as indicated by the manufacturer using a 1:25 sample

dilution in assay diluents (BD Biosciences).

Statistical analysis

All quantifiable data were stated as mean� standard

deviation and statistical significance was determined

through a single-factor variance analysis (ANOVA)

followed by Tukey’s post hoc analysis. Analysis was

done using the statistical software package SPSS 17.0.

P values below 0.05 were defined statistically

significant.

Results

Characterisation of plain and nHAp-coated PLGA

microspheres by SEM, TEM and EDX

The surface morphologies of the uncoated and nHAp-

coated PLGA microspheres were studied by field emis-

sion scanning electron microscopy (FESEM,

JSM-6340F, Japan) at 3 kV (Figure 3). The SEM anal-

ysis shows uniform PLGA microspheres (size range is

2–50 mm) with a smooth surface (Figure 3(a)). SEM

(Figure 3(a) and (b)) and TEM images (Figure 3(c)

and (d)) showed continuous deposition of the nHAp

mineral film, with a plate-like nanostructure, on the

surface of the microsphere. Energy-dispersive X-ray

spectroscopy (EDX) confirmed the existence of calcium

(Ca), phosphorus (P), carbon and oxygen peaks

(Figure 3(e)) related with the PLGA polymer. The

average Ca/P ratio is 2.3, which is within biological

apatite range.76

Figure 3. SEM, TEM and EDX analysis results showing the calcium phosphate mineral coating on PLGA microspheres. (a) SEM
micrograph showing uncoated microspheres, scale bar¼ 100lm, (b) continuous nHAp mineral deposition on microsphere surface,
scale bar¼ 2 lm, (c) TEM image showing continuous HAp crystal coating on PLGA microsphere, Scale bar¼ 1lm, (d) TEM images
displaying the nanoscale nHAp crystal structures, scale bar¼ 5 nm and (e) EDX spectra showing Ca and P peaks confirming nano-
hydroxyapatite coating on PLGA microspheres surfaces.
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The characterization of plain and biomineralised

IPN hydrogels

The plain agarose-PEGDA IPN gels were synthesized

via a 2-step synthesis method: initially brittle natural

polymer gel network was synthesised (first step) and

followed by the preparation of a stronger and more

ductile synthetic polymer network within the first

using photo-polymerisation (second step). The biomin-

eralised IPN gels were synthesised using the same

method as above, as shown in Figure 4. Bio-

mineralised cellular IPN was synthesized in this study

incorporating nHAp coated PLGA microspheres

(10mg/mL) along with cell having 1x106 cells/mL seed-

ing density. The SEM images were acquired to investi-

gate the microstructure of freshly prepared freeze-dried

gels and are shown in Figure 5. Morphological analysis

of acellular agarose and IPN using SEM images dis-

played pore structures that are homogeneously inter-

connected (Figure 5(a) and (b)), while Figure 5(c) and

(d) shows the consistent dissemination of incorporated

biomineralised PLGA microspheres at the IPN gel sur-

face and inside of IPN gel, respectively. This confirms

the existence of a highly interconnected macro-porous

gel network with very well-ordered architecture and

well-defined pores.
Macroscopic images of the equilibrated gel samples

with all the formulations and their response to com-

pression are shown in Figure 6(a). The swelling degrees

of plain (2–20, 2–30, 5–30, 5–40 IPN) and nHAp

encapsulated (2–20 IPNþ nHAp and 5–40

IPNþ nHAp) gels are shown in Figure 6(b). There

were significant differences in the swelling degree

within groups, and concentration of PEGDA was

found the most imperative contributing feature.

Increases in concentration of PEGDA resulted decreas-
ing in swelling, and trends usually displayed an inverse
connection between PEG-DA concentration and the
compressive modulus. 5–30 and 5–40 IPN gels dis-
played a 30% and 36% decrease in swelling
degrees relative to 2–20 IPN, respectively, while the
presence of bio-mineralised microspheres resulted in a
38% decrease in the swelling degree relative to the
plain/un-coated IPN hydrogel (2–20 IPN) (P¼<0.05,
n¼ 5), but this decrease in swelling degree was not
statistically significant compare to the 5–30% and
5–40% IPN formulations. 2–20 IPNþnHAp gel
reported a 5% reduction in swelling degree, but this
reduction was not statistically significant compared to
2–20 IPN.

Mechanical compression testing was performed
using the mechanical texture analyser equipped with a
5N load cell to assess the mechanical properties of
plain and biomineralised IPN gels. Figure 6(c) shows
maximum stress and the strain percentage of all 6 IPN
gel formulations. Until a stress level of 3 to 3.5MPa
was reached certain formulations did not fracture.
Some formulations such as, 5–40 IPN, 2–40 IPN
þnHAp and 5–40 IPNþ nHAp, did not fracture with
100% compression at all. Figure 6(c), displays the typ-
ical stress–strain curves of IPN hydrogels groups with
and without nHAp coated microspheres in it. For all
formulations, the compressive moduli were determined
from the slope of the initial (<20% strain) linear stress-
strain curves. Higher concentrations of agarose and
PEGDA can result in increased crosslinking density,
resulting in increased hydrogel stiffness. Increase in
PEGDA concentrations in 2–40 IPN gel increased
compressive modulus by 4-fold (11,099 Pa) relative to
2–20 IPN gel (2730 Pa), while increase in both agarose

Figure 4. Schematic illustration displaying the preparation of cellular agarose/PEGDA IPN gel containing biomineralised micro-
spheres made from PLGA polymer. During the synthesis of the first 2-hydroxyethyl agarose network, nHAp, a natural and major
mineral component of bone, was encapsulated through nHApcoated PLGA microspheres inside the hydrogel.
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and PEGDA it increases by 6-fold (18,393 Pa)

(p< 0.05, n¼ 5). Furthermore, the IPN gel containing

the encapsulated bio-mineralised (nHAp-coated)

microspheres displayed enhancement in the amount

of stress that the gels could endure until a fracture

(Figure 6(c)). The presence of bio-mineralised

microspheres in the IPN hydrogel 2–20 IPNþ nHAp

and 5–40 IPNþ nHAp resulted in an increase in com-

pressive modules of 2�8 (7550 Pa) and 7.2-fold

(19,680 Pa), respectively, compared to IPN hydrogels

containing no biomineralized microspheres (2–20

IPN) (2730 Pa) (Figure 6(d)).

Figure 5. Representative SEM micrographs showing internal porous structure of (a) agarose and (b) IPN gel and consistently
dispersed nHAp-coated PLGA microspheres at (c) surface (d) inside the IPN gel (scale bar¼ 100lm).

Figure 6. Mechanical and swelling properties of IPN hydrogels. (a) macroscopic equilibrated gels with all formulations and their
mechanical behaviour during compression by spatula, (b) swelling degrees, (c) typical stress-strain curves of plain and bio-mineralised
IPN hydrogels, and (d) compressive modulus of IPNs produced with different agarose-PEGDA formulations. The samples were
positioned at the centre, among the texture analyser compression plates and pressed at a steady rate of 0�05mm/s. * and # indicates
statistically significant differences compared to the respective plain formulations (p< 0.05 and n¼ 5).
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2D and 3D biomineralized IPN hydrogel

microenvironments for 3T3 fibroblasts and

keratocytes

IPN gels with different agarose (2 and 5 w/v %) and

PEGDA (20 and 40 w/v %) concentrations, with and

without nHAp coated PLGA microspheres have been

synthesized aseptically in 96 well plates for 2D and 3D

3T3 fibroblast and keratocyte cultures using the UV

photopolymerization technique as described earlier in

methods section. Schematic representation of 2D and

3D IPN gel environments from the context of cultured

cells is shown in Figure 7. It is evident from Figure 7,

that cell shape and morphology were different between

2D culture plate (Figure 7(a)), 2D hydrogel

surface (Figure 7(b)) and 3D cell growth conditions

(Figure 7(c)). Cells grown on the 2D hydrogel surface

(Figure 7(b)) experienced less rigidity when compared

to traditional cell culture plate, but they cannot

completely mimic the native tissue microenvironment,

which a 3D microenvironment (Figure 7(e) and (f))

may be able to provide.

Cell survivability

After 3T3 fibroblasts and keratocyte encapsulation in

2D and 3D IPN cultures, a live/dead fluorescent assay

was performed to assess cell viability at the 1-week time

point. Comparison of 2D and 3D cultured cells using

IPN gels using live/dead (calcein AM and ethidium

homodimer dye) cell staining showed that most of the

encapsulated cells remained viable (fluorescent green)

over a 7-day culture period in composite IPN hydrogels
containing mineral coated microspheres (Figures 8(c),
(d) and 9(c), (d)). To study cell viability during the
encapsulation process, a live/dead assay was carried
out on both 2D and 3D matrices at 1week in culture.
3T3 fibroblasts and keratocytes at a density of 10 mil-
lion cells/mL and four different IPN gel formulations
including nHAp coated microspheres were used in this
study. Data from the mask statistics analysis showed
that, over 80% of the 3T3s and keratocyte cells were
viable for up to 1week in 2D hydrogel cultures
(Figures 8(g) and 9(g)). Moreover, comparison of
changes in viability over 1week indicated that, viability
of 3T3 fibroblasts improved in 2D gels from 86.3% to
90.3% (an increase of 4.6%) and 82.3% to 89.3% (an
increase 8.5%, p< 0.05) in 2–20 IPNþ nHAp and 5–40
IPNþ nHAp, relative to their corresponding plain for-
mulations of 2–20 and 5–40 IPN, respectively (Figure 8
(g)). The 2D keratocyte viability increased from 78%
to 87% (an increase of 11.5%) and from 78% to 81.3%
(an increase 4.2%, p< 0.05) in 2–20 IPNþ nHAp and
5–40 IPNþ nHAp samples, relative to their plain for-
mulations of 2–20 and 5–40 IPN samples, respectively
(Figure 9(g)).

Interestingly, encapsulated 3T3 fibroblasts and ker-
atocytes retained their spherical morphology inside the
hydrogel construct (Figure 10(a) to (h)). Further find-
ing was that encapsulated 3T3 fibroblasts (Figure 10(a)
and (b) and keratocytes (Figure 10(e) and (f)) were dis-
persed uniformly throughout the nHAp free IPN
hydrogel matrix. Whereas, in the presence of mineral-
coated PLGA microspheres the fibroblasts (Figure 10

Figure 7. Schematic representation of 2D and 3D cell microenvironments. Cells were cultured on 2D tissue culture plastic (a), or
2D hydrogel surface (b) or embedded in 3D hydrogel (c). Only a portion of a cell’s surface comes in contact with the plastic or gel
surface. Cells encapsulated by a hydrogel that provides 3D microenvironment and matrix for the cell’s entire surface to interact (e, f),
Scale bar¼ 50lm. Keratocytes in 2D culture adopted spread morphology while in a 3D microenvironment they adopted a spherical
morphology as hydrogel network essentially acted as a physical restraint that retained the cell’s spherical morphology.
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(c) and (d)) and keratocytes (Figure 10(g) and (h))
appeared in clusters or aggregates around the nHAp
rich areas in the hydrogel. This suggested enhanced

adhesion, migration and proliferation of cells on the
PLGA surface and the positive influence of nHAp on
viable cell growth. The viability of both 3T3 fibroblasts

and keratocytes in 3D IPN hydrogels culture was high,

but less than optimal in the absence of PLGA micro-
spheres coated with nHAp. However, percentage cell
viability increased in the presence of nHAp from

70% to 79.6% (an increase of 13.7%) and 66.3% to
75.6% (an increase of 14%, p< 0.05) in 2–20
IPNþ nHAp and 5–40 IPNþnHAp, relative to their

plain 2–20 and 5–40 IPN formulations, respectively

Figure 8. Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) live/dead images of 2D cultured 3T3 fibroblasts on (a) 2–20 IPN, (b) 5–40
IPN, (c) 2–20 IPNþ nHAp, (d) 5–40 IPNþ nHAp, (e) positive control TCP, and (f) negative control PMMA at day 7, Scale
bar¼ 100lm. (g) Percentage viability of encapsulated 3T3 fibroblasts evaluated by image analysis mask statistics tool. In each group,
multiple confocal Z-scan series were performed on one representative sample. *values indicate significant differences (p< 0.05, n¼ 3,
mean� SD).

Figure 9. Confocal microscope live/dead images of 2D cultured keratocytes on (a) 2–20 IPN, (b) 5–40 IPN, (c) 2–20 IPNþ nHAp,
(d) 5–40 IPNþ nHAp, (e) positive control TCP, and (f) negative control PMMA at day 7, Scale bar¼ 100 lm. (g) Percentage viability of
encapsulated keratocytes determined by mask statistics image analysis tool. In each group, multiple confocal Z-scan series were
performed on one representative sample. *values indicates significant differences (p< 0.05, n¼ 3, mean� SD).
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(Figure 10(i)). In the case of keratocytes cell viability

increased 2.1 (40% to 84.4%) and 1.3-fold (56% to

78%) in 2–20 IPNþ nHAp and 5–40 IPNþnHAp, rel-

ative to their plain formulations 2–20 and 5–40 IPN

formulations, respectively (Figure 10(j)).

Cytokine production

Supernatant media samples collected at 2, 4, 6, 24 and

48 hrs from the wells of cell encapsulated IPN gels were

found to contain IL-6 after 5 hrs of incubation. The

different fibroblast types showed a different cytokine

expression profile on contact with the IPN gels

(Figure 11(a) and (b)). The 3T3 fibroblasts didn’t

express detectable IL-6 until the 4 hr time point and

IL6 expression, then increased over time until the

final 48 hr time point (Figure 11(a)). The keratocytes

expressed IL-6 earlier, at the 2 hr time point, except in

the 5–40 IPNþ nHAp sample (Figure 11(b)).

Expression peaked at 6 hours and then declined at the

later time points. This was in contrast to the cells

exposed to LPS where IL-6 expression occurred at

the 2 hr time point and continued to rise to significantly

greater levels at the 48 hrs final time point than in the

Figure 10. Three-dimensional projections of spinning disc confocal microscope live/dead images of 3T3 fibroblasts on (a) 2–20 IPN,
(b) 5–40 IPN, (c) 2–20 IPNþ nHAp, and (d) 5–40 IPNþ nHAp, while keratocytes on (e) 2–20 IPN, (f) 5–40 IPN, (g) 2–20 IPNþ nHAp,
and (h) 5–40 IPNþ nHAp at day 7 (Scale bar¼ 50lm). In presence of nHAp cells tends to form clusters/aggregates around the PLGA
microspheres surfaces. Cell viability percentage of encapsulated (i) 3T3 fibroblasts and (j) keratocytes by image analysis masks
statistics tool. In each group several confocal Z-scans were performed on a representative sample [mean� SD]. * and # values
indicate statistically significant differences in comparison with their corresponding plain formulations (p< 0.05 and n¼ 3).

Figure 11. Measurement of cytokine IL-6 produced by
(a) 3T3 fibroblasts and (b) keratocytes in contact with plain
as well as nHAp–coated PLGA microspheres incorporated
IPN gels. *values indicate significant differences (p< 0.05, n¼ 3,
mean� SD).
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IPN gel samples in both cell types. IL-6 concentration
increased over time in the 3T3 cell supernatant for all
samples but peaked at the 6-hour time point in the
keratocyte IPN samples. No significant difference was
found in the production of IL-6 content in the plain
and nHAp incorporated IPN gels compared to the neg-
ative control group and each other.

Discussion

Development of an implantable synthetic OOKP ana-
logue would transform OOKP surgery and broaden the
use of the procedure worldwide. An artificial lamina
instead of the tooth offers several advantages by reduc-
ing surgical morbidity and improving device design. It
also provides the opportunity to produce custom
designed KPro skirts and improve the design of the
optic, potentially enhancing the visual field.

Alveo-dental lamina has specific features that make
it integrate well within the eye. The dentine portion,
which rests on the globe directly, integrates well and,
as the strongest tissue, it stays longer and provides a
stable platform, while the alveolar portion above the
dentine layer of the lamina helps to establish a vascular
connection with the buccal mucosa. Being a rigid and
mechanically strong tissue resting over the surface of
the globe, it copes well with the physical stress of eye
movement and blinking. Moreover, being an epicor-
neal device, the bulk of this biological skirt is adherent
to the globe and is not in direct exposure to the corro-
sive action of the aqueous humour. The external part of
the skirt is protected by a tough mucosal tissue. This
arrangement offers a biologically sustainable environ-
ment for a skeletal tissue graft in an abnormal location
such as the eye. The same principle can be harnessed
with suitable biomaterials. Pintucci KPro has a Dacron
skirt with a rigid optic and is implanted under the same
principles as the OOKP including its pre-implantation
into the sub muscular pouch for vascularisation before
the transfer to the eye.25 However, this device is not
widely available and did not show promising success.77

Creation of hydrogels to match the mechanical
strength and HA rich microenvironment of the
OOKP lamina is a challenge. Recent studies have
shown that hydrogels can be customised for guided
tissue ingrowth by influencing the cellular interac-
tions.78 Hitherto, the traditional methods of fabrica-
tion provide hydrogels with low mechanical strength
and as such they fail to meet the requirements for
hard tissue applications.79 However, by employing
hybrid networks and modulating the concentrations
of the polymeric substance, the mechanical stiffness
of the hydrogels can be fine-tuned.80 Synthetic hydro-
gels are of interest for a number of biomedical appli-
cations because their mechanical strength, porosity and

water content can be tuned to meet the requirements of
a specific tissue. The double network IPN hydrogels
developed in this study are particularly suited to
replace the OOKP lamina since they are biocompatible,
non-inflammatory, have tuneable porosity and
mechanical strength, can support long-term cell surviv-
al, can be fabricated with the required morphology,
have high stability and durability in the swollen state
and for storage. The properties of this novel IPN skirt
were assessed in our current and previous work
in vitro,62 in order to optimise these materials for den-
tine tooth substitution within the OOKP surgical
procedure. Previously, the authors explored agarose-
PEGDA IPN hydrogels containing nHAp that exhib-
ited cytocompatibility with the production of an ECM
similar to bone matrix, which also has enhanced the
mechanical properties of the IPN compared to the
base networks.62

Biological tissues with natural calcification such as
bones and teeth contain mineral composition similar to
HAp. Resorption studies on commercial bone substi-
tutes and corals indicate that HAp alone is unstable
and not appropriate as a KPro skirt material.54

Therefore, HAp should be integrated with stable and
accommodative biomaterials. In current work, we
investigated a two-step system to integrate nHAp-
coated polymeric microspheres within the stable
agarose-PEGDA gel framework. This approach has
proven that a stable polymer system can be generated.

In this two-step process, PLGA microspheres were
prepared using a W1/O/W2 multiple-emulsion tech-
nique and inorganic nHAp was coated over the surface
of microspheres by incubating in an aqueous solution,
modified simulated body fluid (mSBF), having an ionic
composition of blood plasma but in a doubled concen-
tration of Ca and P.81 Investigation with SEM, EDX
and TEM have shown the development of HAp layer
on the surface of PLGA microspheres. The average Ca/
P ratio of the formed nHAp layer was found to be 2:3
as detected in EDX analysis that is near to the bone
composition.76,82 It is encouraging that the morpholo-
gy and mineral constitution of the nHAp coating on
PLGA microspheres was comparable to that of the
bones, which will promote colonisation of the cells,
their proliferation and differentiation. Additionally,
with our method selective instillation of the nHAp
laden microspheres is possible into the different parts
of the hydrogels and the density of the mineral depo-
sition can be controlled for desired level of tissue inte-
gration of the material in vivo.

The synthetic OOKP skirt should be strong and has
the ability to retain the optical segment in-vivo and
bear the physical forces of continuous blinking and
saccadic eye movements. Research on tissue engineer-
ing with combined network hydrogels made from
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Agarose and PEGDA polymers have displayed
enhanced mechanical properties against the individual
networks while retaining their properties to support the
growth of cartilage cells63,64 and osteocytes.62 The
physical strength of the agarose-PEGDA hydrogel
IPN was improved in this study by increasing the con-
centrations of both the polymers and was further
increased by the incorporation of the hydroxyapatite.
For the purpose of the OOKP skirt a high strength
hydrogel is required, which is achieved by these novel
techniques. A synthetic substitute should ideally pos-
sess the best properties of the OOKP lamina. It should
be biocompatible and promote integration with the
surrounding ocular tissue. Bio-integration of an
implant ensues by the orchestration of direct structural,
physical and biochemical interactions between the cells
and living tissue of the host and the biomaterial sur-
face.83 The material should have enough physical
strength to retain the optic in its centre and sustain
the forces of eyelid blinking and trauma related to
eye rubbing or other forces acting on the eye. The
poor bio-integration between the optic material
(bioinert hydrophobic and texture-less surface) and
the biological skirt material is a critical inadequacy of
core-skirt KPros,84–89 resulting in poor bonding which
has led to various complications including extrusion of
the optical cylinder.84,85,87,89 In addition to its ability to
bond with the non-porous and rigid optical cylinder,
mechanical integrity is a significant aspect of the
intended skirt polymer. The polymer should have
enough mechanical strength to hold the optic in place
and to be placed in the eye. This polymer based IPN
skirt prepared in this work offers the advantage that it
can be moulded to fit the curved globular surface of the
eye without causing its compression. However, it needs
further in vitro experiments and in vivo testing.

A 5% w/v concentration of the agarose was the
highest to allow viable cell encapsulation as it tends
to gelate at temperatures higher than 37

�
C. The 2%

w/v agarose is the commonly used concentration of
agarose for IPN development in tissue engineering
studies. We observed that the compressive modulus
of the IPNs containing agarose-5% was significantly
higher (p< 0.05) than the IPNs with agaros-2%.
Similarly, mechanical strengths were higher in gels
with high concentrations of PEGDA (30%, 40%)
than the gels with low concentration of the PEGDA
(20%). Incorporation of the nHAp layered PLGA
microspheres has increased the compressive moduli of
the gel discs compared to the gels without the incorpo-
ration in all the IPN formulations with different con-
centrations of the polymers.

The microenvironment suitable for solute transport
and oxygen diffusion depends on the gel porosity, den-
sity of cross-linkage among the polymer chains and the

volume fraction in the swollen state of the multi-
network polymers. The mesh size and swellability of
the IPNs made with 5% agarose were significantly
low compared to the IPNs with 2% agarose and
single PEGDA networks (p< 0.05). Likewise, higher
concentration of PEGDA molecules resulted in smaller
mesh sizes and lower degree of swelling but provided
higher mechanical strength. An increase in polymer
concentration resulted in increased network stiffness
due to increased crosslinking density. Consequently,
the gels develop more resistance to deformation with
load application. However, the elastic modulus has
demonstrated an inverse relationship with the degree
of swelling, which is in line with the rubber elastic
theory.

The architecture of the IPN gels as studied with
SEM revealed a highly ordered and interconnected
porosity with distinct pore boundaries. A thin “shell”
of polymer covered most of the surface, while the pores
were strongly interconnected within the hydrogel,
enabling cell migration and proliferation. Overall, the
networks were microporous with an average size rang-
ing between 50–200mm. This maximises exposure of
the nHAp surface which is favourable for 3T3 fibro-
blasts and keratocyte adhesion, migration, prolifera-
tion and differentiation. Previously, it has been
shown that living cells continue to proliferate over
time (indicated by an increase in DNA content) in
this type of interconnected porous IPN hydrogels
when cultured for 3weeks.65

Various types of cells were studied in 3D microen-
vironments to investigate the techniques for improved
cell performance and long-term viability, to our knowl-
edge, there are no reports on the encapsulation of 3T3
fibroblasts and keratocytes in IPN gels and their direct
comparison with 2D cell culture. More than 75% of
the cells were alive after a week of seeding in both the
surface 2D and deep 3D cultures when nHAp loaded
PLGA microspheres were employed. Moreover, the
survivability of the cells in 3D hydrogel culture
proved the sufficient permeability of the gels to trans-
port oxygen and nutrients to the cells. The interactions
among the cells and between the cells and ECM are
possible in 3D cultures, unlike the surface 2D cultures
on the hydrogels. Interestingly, we observed that the
cells have gathered at the locations of nHAp aggregates
on the surface as well as inside the hydrogels, which can
be exploited by selective instillation of these substrates
at the required locations for a custom-built KPro skirt.
The mineralised microspheres also facilitated improved
cell viability, apart from encouraging cell migration, by
acting as the nucleation sites for Ca and P secreted by
the cells.

The Inflammatory propensity of the IPN materials
with and without nHAp loaded PLGA microspheres
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was assessed by studying the amount of IL-6 secretion

by both 3T3 fibroblasts and keratocytes. The IL-6 sec-

retary response of both fibroblast and keratocytes cul-

tured on all nHAp coated and uncoated hydrogel

preparations was less than or equal to that of the

response from cells in contact with the tissue culture

plate. It denotes that the PEGDA-agarose IPN combi-

nation and the nHAp coated PLGA microspheres do

not incite any inflammatory reaction on the cell cul-

tures. This is particularly relevant to the KPro skirts,

which are implanted in eyes prone to inflammation.

Conclusions

Hydrogel IPNs have historically been used in soft tissue

engineering applications due to their low mechanical

strength and lack of adhesion to the cells. In this

study, nHAp incorporation into the hydrogel was per-

formed to create a microenvironment like that of alveo-

dental complex in OOKP lamina. High strength double

network polymers were created by employing PEGDA

and agarose in higher concentrations and by embed-

ding nHAp coated PLGA microspheres into the gels.

This method has greatly improved the compressive

modulus and mechanical strength of the hydrogels.

Both 2D and 3D cultures were undertaken on 3T3

fibroblasts and human keratocytes by cell encapsula-

tion technique during the gel preparation. The cell via-

bility was unaffected by increasing the polymer

concentrations. This approach provides a cell instruc-

tive 3D microenvironment by creating IPN hydrogels

of varying stiffness in the range of 2.7–19.6 kPa and by

altering agarose and PEGDA networks. The cell

growth and viability were increased by adding nHAp

into the hydrogel formulations. We have also demon-

strated that the majority of cells (>80%) were viable at

1-week post-encapsulation in a 3D microenvironment

containing bone-like mineral coated PLGA micro-

spheres. Moreover, IL-6 production by cells in the pres-

ence of IPN materials was not different to the control

group demonstrating the non-inflammatory nature of

the plain and composite IPN gels and suggesting that

these materials could be potential candidates for

replacing bone-dentine tissue during OOKP surgery.

The findings of this study suggest that PEGDA-

agarose based IPN can provide a hydrogel with

physico-chemical and mechanical properties and

microenvironment that can be tailored to mimic the

properties of OOKP lamina.
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